Doctor Who: The Next Regeneration

Peter Capaldi takes over the TARDIS for the Time Lord's fantastical new adventures.

BY AUBRY D'ARMINIO

The clock motif now over the TARDIS's console (and elsewhere inside the vehicle) also appears in Season 8's new opening titles, which were inspired by a fan-made credit sequence the producers found on YouTube.
Peter Capaldi remembers the car that came to his London home last August to drive him to the live TV special that revealed him to be Doctor Who’s newest star. Because it only took him to a parking lot. “Like in a cheap British spy movie. I was dropped off and told to wait for another car to pick me up,” says the actor, whose first full episode in the title role is the Season 8 premiere, airing August 23. “Then I was put in the backseat, covered in a blanket, and taken away to become the Doctor. This is a true story.”

Here’s the thing about Doctor Who: Its hero is a time-traveling alien (species: Time Lord) who periodically regenerates into a whole new being. Many actors have portrayed the “numbered” Doctors—First Doctor (William Hartnell), Second Doctor (Patrick Troughton), up to Number Eleven (Matt Smith). Last November’s 50th-anniversary special, The Day of the Doctor, featured John Hurt as renegade incarnation the War Doctor, but Capaldi’s newbie will still be Number Twelve. You know, so it’s not confusing.

Four years ago, the British sci-fi drama was a cult curiosity around the world. Then Smith’s marvelously cheerful Eleventh Doctor caught on. The Day of the Doctor aired simultaneously in 94 countries (a Guinness world record)—and 2.4 million people in the United States tuned in to watch on BBC America. The series is the BBC’s most lucrative property, and spoilers are guarded like a baby prince. Hence Capaldi’s crazy ride.

So what’s cool about the new guy? Smith and his predecessor, David Tennant, were both under 35 when they got behind the controls of the TARDIS (the Doctor’s signature spaceship), while Capaldi is 56. Executive producers Steven Moffat and Brian Minchin wanted an older actor, in part to convey the character’s weariness following last season’s travels. They also didn’t fancy another charmer. “We wanted a Doctor who felt unpredictable,” Minchin says, “to make him dangerous.” So Number Twelve is rude and unreliable but still dedicated to saving the universe. Capaldi, a star in Britain for his portrayal of a potty-mouthed political strategist on the comedy The Thick of It, was their top choice.

In conversation, Capaldi, a longtime Who fan, often refers to his character incorrectly as “Doctor Who” rather than as “the Doctor”—which is usually how Who fans separate the geek from the chaff. But the actor harks back to the show’s early days, when its hero was credited as “Doctor Who” on screen. He’s that old-school. In fact, at 14, he so badly wanted to be on the executive council of the Official Doctor Who Fan Club that he barged the BBC offices with letters. The producer’s secretary was so annoyed, she joked that he hoped the villainous Daleks would set him straight. (She may get her wish in the August 30 episode.) We talked to Capaldi about his Who history, dark-ening up the Doctor, and that nifty navy blue suit.

Rumor has it you burnt all of your Doctor Who baubles. I had a great pile of Doctor Who stuff: Topps Trumps [a card game], stamps, scripts, autographs, and skills. Then one day I decided, I’m not into these anymore. I am a true, wild artist. A bohemian! I call it my ‘Bonfire of the Vanities,’ but it actually wasn’t a bonfire. I just threw it all out—not in a ritualistic, Wicker Man way.

As a boy, did you dream of one day playing the Doctor? Never. As a kid, I played at being him on the playground, emulating whichever Doctor was on TV. But I never professionally went, "How can I set about becoming Doctor Who?"

How’d it happen then? My agent asked, "How would you feel about being the new Doctor?" I laughed, because I’d really never thought about it. But as soon as the idea was presented to me, I went, "Oh, how delicious!"

Then what? I was filming [the TV series] The Musketeers in Prague, so it took days to get Steven, Brian, [casting director] Andy Pryor, and me in one place. They needed to be secretive. They’d been caught auditioning Matt—found in some seedy hotel in a dodgy bit of town. So they decided the safest spot was Steven’s living room. He wrote some scenes specifically for my Doctor. Moffat says they were extra silly scenes to test you. They were great! One was a regeneration sequence, which I was sorry we never shot. The Doctor couldn’t see himself and he kept asking Clara [his companion, played by Jenna Coleman], "How’s the face? Does it look good?" And she’s going, "It’s OK." He’s like, "What do you mean, ‘OK’? OK?" And she’s saying, "Well, it’s got a few lines on it." And he says, "What? Is that all you care... wait, I haven’t gone old, have I?"

Would you have taken the role right then? I did ask what their plan for the show was. I didn’t want to be Doctor Who in a Doctor Who that I didn’t like. They also had to decide if they liked me. And I certainly didn’t think it was going my way.

Why? Actors always say that. You’re concentrating so hard, you don’t know what’s going on. You feel out of it, and that feels like disaster. I returned to Prague thinking I had great fun, and that’s so. I was delighted when they sort of said, "Yeah."
"Sort of"? It's the BBC. Any decision has to go through a pile of people before they can make an announcement. You're fearful that at any point somebody's going to say, "Oh, no, I don't like him." Obviously, then, you approved of Moffat and Minchin's darker Doctor. It's appropriate for somebody my age. Matt and David could be quite dark. But they had a lovely youthful ebullience. My Doctor is more forlorn and trickier to deal with. He's tough to be around, but you do want to be around him. You know those people—you think, "I like that guy, he's really exciting, but he's a bit exhausting and I'm glad I'm not married to him."

You've also referred to him as "rock-and-roll." Hence his mod navy drainpipe trousers. I always saw my Doctor like that, looking very stark. But because Doctor Who is such a big show, it was important to allow everyone [at the BBC] who had an idea to see what their idea looked like. I tried on everything that anyone ever suggested. For example? The worst combinations! The stuff people think is Doctor Who: velvet jackets, scarves, a big floppy hat. But I kept going back to simplifying things and going darker until eventually it had the atmosphere that made me feel like the Doctor.

"My Doctor is more forlorn and trickier to deal with. He's tough to be around, but you do want to be around him." —Peter Capaldi

You are wearing a gold ring on the show. Whose idea was that? Doctor Who has worn a ring before. Strangely, before I was cast, I was visiting the set of An Adventure in Space and Time [last year's BBC drama about Doctor Who's beginnings], and the granddaughter of First Doctor William Hartnell was also there. She opened this little box of props from the original series. She showed me his fabulous ring. Later, I had a band made with a stone in it [like Hartnell's]. The stone was sent to me by a jeweler whose son wrote this little story that went with it, which was amazingly affecting.

How so? He said the stone represented, and reminded the Doctor of, all the people he's lost in his long life. But it wasn't a sad thing. It was to remember how joyful times could be. If you travel in time and space, most of the people you know and love will eventually be gone. But you'll also be able to go and find them again. Where will you be when the premiere airs? At a screening in London. It'll be quite scary when my Doctor goes out to the world. But it's magical to have such drama. When I meet people—I haven't really been on the show yet, but there are still lots who recognize me from when Matt regenerated [into my Doctor]—they just smile. They're just pleased to see the Doctor. When you're the person they're smiling at, imagine how wonderful it is.
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